west. In addition, localized metasomatic emanations
occurred, causing considerable migmatization and
granitization.
(2) This elongated segment of the ranges is an
upfaulted block of the basement complex from
which the overlying, younger rocks have been removed by erosion. The schists and gneisses are thus
the metamorphosed and granitized rocks of an older
sedimentary sequence.
The writer favors the latter explanation. Because
of the importance of this unit in the overall interpretation of the geology of the Marie Byrd Land coastal sector, detailed petrologic, structural, and geophysical investigations are recommended.
The relationships of this portion of West Antarctica to the rest of the Continent have not been established. It is hoped that the continuation of the
Marie Byrd Land Survey, scheduled for 1967-1968,
will provide the information necessary to solve the
problem.

Geology of the Ruppert Coast
BERNHARD SPORLI' and
CAMPBELL CRADDOCK'
Department of Geology and Geophysics
University of Minnesota
The field work undertaken by the University of
Minnesota party in the 1966-1967 season was part
of the Marie Byrd Land Survey, which was to have
operated from several base camps in the coastal
areas of West Antarctica. Because various circumstances prevented this traverse from proceeding
beyond the first camp, the outcrops originally scheduled for study could not be reached. Thus it was
decided to concentrate on the Ruppert Coast between Mount Shirley and Cape Burks, an area
which had not been studied previously and which
lay within range of the helicopters based at Camp
No. 1 in the Ford Ranges. The field work was done
between December 30, 1966, and January 18, 1967.
Because outcrops in this area are isolated nunataks or groups of peaks separated by large, rather
strongly crevassed glaciers, transportation by helicopters is essential. During the initial reconnaissance, the two party members visited exposures together, then each worked from one end of the region
'Now Project Associate, University of Wisconsin.
Now Professor of Geology, University of Wisconsin.
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toward the middle, traveling in separate helicopters.
On these flights, biologists, a paleomagnetist, or a
geophysicist accompanied the geologist. Dr. L. V.
Klimov. Soviet exchange scientist, also worked with
the group on the Ruppert Coast; valuable exchanges
of ideas on geological questions resulted from his
presence.
On many days, bad weather either prevented helicopter flights or caused them to be terminated prematurely. Nevertheless, due to the great mobility
afforded by the aircraft, all significant outcrops in
the area were visited. Approximately 140 rock specimens (mainly gneisses, metavolcanics, metasediments, and granites) were collected, structural data
were obtained, and photographs were taken of several well-exposed contacts. Considerable time was
spent in the area of Mount Gray, where the largest
group of outcrops on the Ruppert Coast occurs. The
results of these investigations are now being evaluated at the University of Wisconsin. Age determinations and other studies of the rock collections
should elucidate the relationship of this region to the
rest of West Antarctica.
On December 30, a successful reconnaissance
flight was made to the Kohler Range to establish a
campsite near some nunataks where both massive
(possibly granitic) and layered (possibly sedimentary) rocks are exposed. A group of four scientists,
including the writers, were to have spent about two
weeks in this area with motor toboggans after work
on the Ruppert Coast was completed, but attempts
to place this party in the field on January 18 and 24
were unsuccessful because of very bad weather in
the landing area.

Paleomagnetic Investigations in
Marie Byrd Land
LeROY SCHARON and THOMAS EARLY
Department of Earth Sciences
Washington University, St. Louis
The value of paleomagnetic investigations in determining large-scale tectonic movements has been
demonstrated in various parts of the world. A few
such investigations have been conducted in Antarctica, but the tectonic history of the Continent is yet to
be fully established.
Paleomagnetic data obtained by other investigators from Cretaceous and younger rocks in the
shield area of East Antarctica have established
ANTARCTIC JOURNAL

Jurassic magnetic-pole positions that are in good
agreement with a mean of 59°S. 139°W. Prior to
the 1966-1967 field season, similar data had not
been obtained from the insular and peninsular areas
of West Antarctica, represented principally by Marie
Byrd Land. * Paleomagnetic data from this area
were needed to establish Jurassic pole positions and
to enable a comparison to be made of those positions with the pole positions indicated by Jurassic
rocks collected in East Antarctica. The combined
results should reflect major tectonic features that reveal the true geologic relationship between East and
West Antarctica.
During the 1966-1967 austral summer, rock sampling for paleomagnetic purposes was centered in
the Ford Ranges (77°S. 144°W.). Oriented samples
were collected from sites at distances of up to 320
km from the base camp. A total of 86 oriented samples of granite and basalt were obtained from 28
sites. From these samples, at least 300, and possibly
more, individual cores (2.5 by 2.5 cm) will be
drilled for the paleomagnetic studies.
In the Ford Ranges, samples were obtained at the
following locations: Mounts "Farley," Swan, Saunders, Morgan, Rea, Blades, Atwood, Douglas, Rich ardson, and June; McKinley Peak, Hill Peaks,
Chester Mountains, and Herrmann Nunatak; and
nunataks at 76°50'S. 144°W., 76°26'S. 143°20'W.,
and 76°50'S. 144°15'W.
Along Hobbs Coast, samples were taken at
Mount Gray and Holmes Bluff. In the area of Ruppert Coast, sampling was carried on at Mounts
Hartkopf, Peddie, and McCoy, and at Lewis Bluff.
Mount Franklin on the Edward Vii Peninsula was
visited, but only one sample was taken because the
outcrops there are highly weathered.
It is certain that the study of these samples will
reveal not only pole positions but other features of
rock magnetism. This is especially true of the samples obtained in the Fosdick Mountains and at
Mount Gray. Acidic plutonic rocks, folded sedimentary formations, and gneissic rocks occur there, indicating that a rather complex geologic problem exists.
In fact, it has been suggested that Precambrian
rocks somewhat similar to those of East Antarctica
occur in this region. Paleomagnetic data obtained
from these areas may well aid us in understanding
the geologic complexity.
The rock samples are being arranged for complete magnetic analysis and fission-tract age determination.
Considered in terms of its rock only, Marie Byrd Land
is an insular area.

July-August, 1967

Geophysical Investigations in
Marie Byrd Land
JOHN E. BEITZEL and CHARLES R. BENTLEY
Geophysical and Polar Research Center
University of Wisconsin (Madison)
The program conducted by the University of Wisconsin in Marie Byrd Land included the measurement of gravity, ice thickness, and magnetism, mainly
with helicopter support, between 132° and 154°W.
and between the coast and 100-250 km inland.
In addition, aeromagnetic measurements were made
between 105° and 155°W.
Data on gravity were sought primarily because of
their application to studies of crustal structure, isostatic balance of the land mass, and interrelationships
of various parts of the Continent. Determinations of
ice thickness were required for the reduction of the
gravity data as well as for glaciologic purposes.
Measurements of magnetism were made to obtain
information on gross lithology, such as the presence
of volcanic rocks, and to complement gravity data
that are applied to various geologic interpretations.
The helicopter-supported program was carried
out by the authors and William Isherwood by means
of two LaCoste-Romberg gravity meters, a Varian
M-49 magnetometer, and an Airborne Instruments
electromagnetic sounder that was loaned to the University by the U.S. Army Electronics Command,
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. The sounder is used
to determine ice thickness by measuring the travel
time of 30-me/s electromagnetic waves reflected
from the rock surface beneath the ice.
Field operations consisted of flying along predetermined paths and landing about every 16 km
to take readings. A gravity meter, an altimeter, and
the magnetometer were read on the surface and,
if the station was not on rock, the ice-sounding antennas were laid on the snow alongside the helicopter and the ice thickness measured. The sounder was
secured inside the helicopter and operated from the
aircraft's electrical system.
Although the instruments proved reliable and the
system of operation very successful, poor weather
restricted field work to 17 days for the entire season.
During approximately 110 hours of flight time, 189
gravity and 117 ice-thickness measurements were
made. U.S. Geological Survey engineers and Texas
Technological College geologists aided in obtaining
gravity data. Because areal coverage was limited by
the weather, the station density was increased in
some of the accessible areas in order to enhance the
usefulness of the data.
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